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Abstract

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is the most prevalent endocrine condition in premenopausal women. The syndrome is characterized by hyperandrogenism, irregular menses and polycystic ovaries when other etiologies are excluded. Obesity, insulin resistance and low vitamin D levels are present in more than 50% patients with PCOS, these factors along with hyperandrogenism could have adverse effects on long-term health. Hyperinflammation and impaired epithelial function were reported to a larger extent in women with PCOS and could particularly be associated with hyperandrogenism, obesity and insulin resistance. Available data from register-based and data linkage studies support that metabolic-vascular and thyroid diseases, asthma, migraine, depression and cancer are diagnosed more frequently in PCOS, whereas fracture risk is decreased. Drug prescriptions are significantly more common in PCOS than controls within all diagnose categories including antibiotics. The causal relationship between PCOS and autoimmune disease represents an interesting new area of research. PCOS is a lifelong condition and long-term morbidity could be worsened by obesity, sedentary way of life, Western-style diet and smoking, whereas lifestyle intervention including weight loss may partly or fully resolve the symptoms of PCOS and could improve the long-term prognosis. In this review, the possible implications of increased morbidity for the clinical and biochemical evaluation of patients with PCOS at diagnosis and follow-up is further discussed along with possible modifying effects of medical treatment.

Introduction

The prevalence of polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is more than 10% in reproductive-aged women when the Rotterdam criteria are applied (1). The Rotterdam criteria include irregular ovulation, biochemical/clinical hyperandrogenism, polycystic ovaries and the exclusion of other causes for the patient’s signs and symptoms (2). Approximately 75% patients with PCOS are overweight or obese and central obesity is present also in normal weight PCOS patients (3, 4). The pathogenesis of PCOS involves insulin resistance and hyperandrogenism. These two factors are associated with subclinical inflammation, the metabolic syndrome, increased risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D)
and may be associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease (5). Hyperinflammation in PCOS could also affect autoimmune function (6) and thereby increase the risk of thyroid and respiratory disease (7). Furthermore, the presence of insulin resistance, obesity and hyperinflammation in PCOS theoretically increase the risk of gallstones, cancer disease and overall mortality (7). Hirsutism is present in 20–25% reproductive-aged women and more than 80% women with hirsutism are diagnosed with PCOS (5, 8). Hirsutism and obesity in patients with PCOS are associated with decreased quality of life, which could increase the risk depression (9).

The majority of previous studies focused on the presence of individual metabolic risk markers in PCOS, whereas limited data are available regarding morbidity evaluated by international classification of diseases (ICD-10) codes and drug prescriptions in well-described study populations with PCOS (7, 9, 10). The aim of this review is to give an overview of morbidity in patients with PCOS. We included studies with hard end points regarding the presence and/or medical treatment of a wide range of diseases focusing on metabolic and psychiatric diagnoses in patient populations with PCOS. The possible impact of increased morbidity on the evaluation, treatment and follow-up in patients with PCOS is also discussed along with possible modifying effects of age, BMI, ethnicity, lifestyle and medical treatment of PCOS.

**Methods**

We searched for articles in PubMed using the terms: population-based PCOS, morbidity PCOS, medicine prescriptions PCOS, drug prescriptions PCOS, register-based PCOS, mortality PCOS, data linkage PCOS and prognosis PCOS. Further relevant studies were identified by cross search from reference lists in identified studies. For each identified diagnosis we also performed a search including this diagnosis combined with PCOS (T2D PCOS, metabolic syndrome PCOS, etc.). We excluded studies on fertility treatment, pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes.

**Cardiometabolic disease in PCOS**

More than 50% of patients with PCOS are insulin resistant (11). Insulin resistance is closely associated with BMI, but is also present in normal weight patients with PCOS (12). Pancreatic beta-cell dysfunction is required for the development of T2D, dysglycemia develops when the pancreatic beta-cell is no longer able to secrete sufficient insulin to meet the increased requirements in insulin resistance (13). The elements of the metabolic syndrome in PCOS include waist circumference ≥88 cm, impaired glucose tolerance, blood pressure >130/85 mmHg, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) <1.3 mmol/L and triglyceride (TG) >1.7 mmol/L (2). Nearly 50% of patients with PCOS fulfill the criteria of the metabolic syndrome (12, 14). It is currently estimated that approximately 75% of women with PCOS are overweight or obese, but no population-based studies are available (4). In register-based studies, the prevalence of diagnosis of obesity was 13–16% in patients with PCOS compared with 1.4–3.7% in controls (7, 10). Central obesity established by waist circumference or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry was an independent predictor of insulin resistance in PCOS (15, 16), supporting that a central fat distribution increased the metabolic risk.

The prevalence of diabetes in cross-sectional studies in PCOS was 1.5–10% (7, 12, 14, 17) and in a recent meta-analysis, the odds ratio for T2D was 4.43 (95% confidence interval 4.06–4.82) in patients with PCOS compared with controls (18). It is therefore recommended that all patients with PCOS should be screened for T2D by the time of diagnosis (2) and recent guidelines recommended that glucose metabolism was assessed by an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) (19). However, the diagnosis of T2D was closely associated with BMI and in previous studies few patients with a BMI <25 kg/m² were diagnosed with T2D during OGTT: 0/298 (0%) (20), 1/104 (0.9%) (21), 1/102 (1.0%) (12) and 1/57 (1.8%) (11). Therefore, the value of performing OGTT in normal weight patients with PCOS may be limited. Some guidelines suggested that OGTT could be performed only in high-risk patients with BMI >30 kg/m², age >40 years, previous gestational diabetes mellitus or a family history of T2D (12, 20, 22). Up to 30% patients with diabetes would, however, not be diagnosed if these criteria for performing OGTT were applied (20). Pre-diabetes is defined as blood glucose levels higher than normal but below diabetes thresholds (23). Pre-diabetes is diagnosed in patients with impaired fasting glucose (fasting glucose ≥6.1 mmol/L and <7.0 mmol/L), impaired glucose tolerance (2h glucose levels ≥7.8 mmol/L and <11.0 mmol/L during OGTT) and/or HbA1c 5.7–6.4% (23). The prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance in PCOS was 10–36% (12, 14, 17) and the odds ratio for impaired glucose tolerance was 2.48 (95% confidence interval 1.63–3.77) in patients with PCOS compared with controls (18). In the general population, around 5–10% individuals with pre-diabetes convert to diabetes per year and up to 70% individuals with pre-diabetes will...
develop diabetes (23). The risk for deteriorated glucose tolerance was high during follow-up in PCOS (14, 24). American patients with PCOS had an 8-year incidence of 13.4% for T2D (25) and 16.4% Australian patients with PCOS developed T2D during 6 years of follow-up (24). In these studies, the most important predictive factor for the development of T2D was obesity (14, 24). We reevaluated 69 Danish hirsute patients with average BMI 25 kg/m² after a median observation period of 4 years (26). During follow-up, 8.5% patients were diagnosed with T2D and deteriorated glucose levels were seen in both normal weight and obese individuals (26). Hba1c has higher repeatability than fasting glucose and can be assessed in the non-fasting state (27), but Hba1c had low sensitivity for the diagnosis of impaired glucose tolerance and T2D when OGGT was used as the gold standard (20, 22, 28). In non-PCOS populations, Hba1c was more strongly associated with risk of cardiovascular disease and death from any cause than fasting glucose (29, 30, 31). In conclusion, available data support that prospective screening for diabetes is needed in all patients with PCOS irrespective of BMI (5, 32). The intervals for screening, however, need to be discussed and whether these intervals could be prolonged in young and lean patients with PCOS and no family history of T2D. Yearly screening with Hba1c in patients with PCOS and pre-diabetes and/or on metformin treatment could be a feasible method in daily clinical setting. Whether Hba1c is superior to OGGT regarding long-term metabolic and cardiovascular risk in PCOS must be established in prospective studies.

It was estimated that 70% newly diagnosed women with PCOS had borderline or high lipid levels (33), including increased total cholesterol, TG, LDL or decreased HDL levels (34, 35). In a Danish study population with median BMI 27 kg/m², 41% patients with PCOS had HDL <1.29 mmol/L and 21% patients had TG >1.68 mmol/L (36). In register-based studies, the diagnosis of dyslipidemia was three times increased in patients with PCOS versus controls and the prescription of anti-lipids was two times higher in PCOS (7, 10). The percentage of patients with PCOS treated with anti-lipids was, however, only 1.5% (7). Most women with PCOS seek help in young age for irregular menses, hirsutism and infertility concerns (37). The absolute risk for cardiovascular events in young women is low and treatment with statins is rarely indicated in reproductive-aged women with PCOS. In recent studies, simvastatin decreased androgen levels (38), but was associated with increased insulin resistance (39). There are insufficient safety data on treatment with statins during pregnancy. It remains to be established whether prospective monitoring of lipid profiles is indicated in young women with PCOS who have no presence of increased cardiovascular risk (cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension, familial dyslipidemia).

The diagnosis of hypertension was two times increased in PCOS and the prescription of antihypertensive drugs was two times higher in patients with PCOS versus controls (7, 10); however, only 1.8% (7) and 3.8% (10) of patients with PCOS had a diagnosis of hypertension. Guidelines recommended prospective yearly measurements of blood pressure in women with PCOS (32), but limited data supported that these recommendations should be applied in all women with PCOS. In a Danish study population of women with PCOS, the prevalence of systolic blood pressure >130 mmHg was 46.3% and diastolic blood pressure >85 mmHg was 37.6% (36). A Dutch study reported increased risk of hypertension especially in young patients with PCOS, but patients with PCOS were more obese than controls (40). A retrospective study in a cohort of women with PCOS did not confirm a higher incidence of hypertension after correcting for BMI (41). The risk of hypertension especially in young women with PCOS should be evaluated in future studies and it remains to be established whether prospective blood pressure measurements are needed in young, lean women with PCOS and no presence of cardiovascular risk markers.

Patients with PCOS could have a more unfavorable lifestyle compared with healthy women. Women with PCOS had impaired suppression of ghrelin secretion following meals (42) and increased risk of reactive hypoglycemia (43), which could increase appetite and weight gain. Increased fat ingestion in PCOS patients versus controls was reported in some studies (44, 45). The prevalence of eating disorders was nearly 40% in women presenting with hirsutism (46) and conversely, PCOS was overrepresented in bulimic women (47).

We reported previously a higher prevalence of smoking in PCOS versus controls (48) and smoking was associated with increased adrenal responsiveness, a more adverse lipid profile (48) and insulin resistance (49) in PCOS.

The long-term metabolic-vascular risk of PCOS is debated (5, 50). Coronary artery calcification and echocardiographic abnormalities were more common in PCOS (51, 52, 53), but limited data were available from prospective studies on well-defined PCOS populations (54). A recent meta-analysis included five studies assessing risk of nonfatal and fatal coronary heart disease and stroke in women with PCOS. The pooled relative risk was 2.02 (95% confidence interval 1.47–2.76) for coronary heart
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The risk of having cardiovascular disease by the time of PCOS diagnosis was not increased (7), but the risk increased 2.9 times during follow-up (10). The presence of individual Rotterdam criteria was not associated with cardiometabolic outcomes (7). Four different PCOS phenotypes may be defined when the Rotterdam criteria are applied (56). Patients fulfilling the National Institutes of Health criteria for PCOS could have a more adverse metabolic risk than patients with milder phenotypes (57) and the metabolic disturbances of PCOS were more pronounced in hyperandrogen patients compared with patients with no hyperandrogenemia (58). The PCOS phenotype may therefore be a predictor of metabolic and cardiovascular risk, but long-term studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis. Furthermore, the clinical and biochemical manifestations of PCOS may be modified according to lifestyle intervention and changes in weight (13). Weight gain may induce the PCOS phenotype in predisposed women and medical intervention or a change in lifestyle resulting in weight loss may fully resolve PCOS and restore fertility (13, 59). It remains to be established how patients may shift between different phenotypes and how this should affect evaluation and follow-up.

Increasing age was associated with higher 2h and area under the curve for glucose during OGTT (37), supporting loss of beta-cell function and increased risk for T2D and cardiovascular risk factors increased with age in PCOS (37). The available data support that the metabolic-vascular risk is increased in PCOS, but more data are needed especially in postmenopausal study populations. Furthermore, ethnicity must be considered as a modifying risk factor in PCOS (60). Lim et al. reported a similar association between PCOS and overweight or obesity in Caucasian and Asian women (4). The relative risk for obesity was higher in Caucasian women compared with Asian women, whereas central obesity was comparable in the two groups (4). North European women with PCOS were significantly older and more obese, had higher blood pressure, a more adverse lipid profile and smoked at a higher frequency by the time of referral compared with women originating from the Middle East, for whom insulin sensitivity was higher (35). Immigrants in Western countries may be at increased risk for lifestyle diseases such as obesity and diabetes (60). Increased risk for diseases may be attributable to genetic predisposition or to environmental influences such as different exercise or eating habits. In addition, some ethnic subgroups may be relatively protected against the long-term side effects of PCOS (36). It is generally recommended that patients with PCOS are screened for cardiovascular risk factors by the time of diagnosis (2), whereas the intervals for subsequent follow-up are debated. More studies are needed to determine whether different age groups and ethnic groups with PCOS should be monitored differently.

Treatment modalities in PCOS aim at decreasing hyperandrogenism, inducing weight loss and improving insulin sensitivity. The long-term effect of medical treatment on metabolic-vascular outcomes needs to be considered especially as some medical interventions could deteriorate the metabolic risk profile in PCOS. Treatment with oral contraceptives regulates menstrual cycles and sex hormone-binding globulin levels are increased, leading to decreased levels of free testosterone and decreased hirsutism scores (61). The possible metabolic side effects of oral contraceptives are debated. In meta-analyses, treatment with oral contraceptives was associated with unchanged fasting insulin in PCOS (62), but fasting insulin is only a rough measure of insulin resistance (13) and different generation oral contraceptives could have divergent effects on metabolic risk (63). One year’s treatment with a third-generation oral contraceptive was associated with a median weight gain of 1.2 kg, which was evenly distributed on the upper and lower body regions and was unassociated with changes in testosterone levels (64). Currently, treatment with a second-generation oral contraceptives is often a first choice in patients with PCOS due to low thromboembolic risk (65, 66), but the antiandrogen effect of newer generations of oral contraceptives could have less adverse effects on insulin resistance (67). The incidence of venous thromboembolism was 1.5-fold increased among women with PCOS not taking oral contraceptives compared with controls and twofold increased among women with PCOS who were taking combined oral contraceptives compared with controls (68). Furthermore, the higher generation of oral contraceptives may further increase the coagulability as fourth-generation oral contraceptives containing drospirenone had the highest thromboembolic risk (69). In our register-based study, five of six patients with thrombosis had been on oral contraceptives (7).

Even a minor weight loss of 5–10% improves insulin sensitivity, ovulation rate and cardiovascular risk factors in overweight women with PCOS (70). The metabolic rate measured by indirect calorimetry was not decreased in PCOS (71) and during lifestyle intervention, the ability...
to lose weight was comparable in women with PCOS and weight-matched controls (72, 73), but adherence to lifestyle intervention was limited (70).

Treatment with metformin increases insulin sensitivity and improves ovulatory function in PCOS (61), whereas androgen levels and hirsutism scores are only mildly improved or unchanged (61, 74). The first-line treatment modalities for pre-diabetes are lifestyle intervention and metformin treatment (75). Diet modification was the most effective treatment modality to cause significant weight loss, whereas the additional effect of metformin was only marginal (70). Treatment with metformin for 6 months or less had a limited effect on weight loss (74), whereas 12 months treatment induced a median weight loss of 3 kg (64). Decreased adipokine and ghrelin levels during metformin treatment could induce weight loss (74, 76), but this hypothesis needs further testing.

Bone mineral density and fractures

Hyperandrogenemia, increased androgen sensitivity, adiposity and hyperinsulinemia in PCOS could be associated with higher bone mineral density and protect against the development of osteoporosis (77, 78, 79, 80, 81), whereas amenorrhea, increased risk of T2D, low growth hormone levels and increased cortisol may be associated with lower bone mineral density (82). Furthermore, vitamin D levels were lower in patients with PCOS and hirsutism versus controls (83, 84) and 31–85% patients with PCOS had vitamin D levels <50 nmol/L (85), which could be associated with defects in bone mineralization, increased bone turnover and increased fracture risk (81).

Bone mineral density was normal or higher in patients with PCOS and hirsute patients compared with controls (81). In a recent register-based study, the prevalence of prior fractures was significantly lower in patients newly diagnosed with PCOS versus controls (7). The mean age of included women was 30 years and the prevalence of osteoporosis could therefore not be evaluated (7). One Swedish study found no difference in fracture risk over more than 20 years in 25 postmenopausal women diagnosed previously with PCOS compared with 68 controls (86). In a recent register-based study including 19,199 women with PCOS, we found that the risk of fractures was reduced by about a third in patients with PCOS (82). The risk reduction tended to be more pronounced in women diagnosed with PCOS at a younger age, whereas the presence of hyperandrogenemia did not modify the fracture risk (82). The fracture risk reduction was more pronounced in fractures of the hands, head and face than at major osteoporotic sites and the risk reduction could not be explained by a reduced exposure to daily trauma in PCOS (82).

Decreased fracture risk in PCOS could be modified by medical treatment. Normalized menstrual cycles during oral contraceptive treatment could improve bone mineral density, but this effect could be counteracted by decreased androgen levels. Oral contraceptives did not affect bone mineral density levels in healthy females (87, 88) and during 12 months treatment in hirsute patients (89, 90). The use of oral contraceptives with low estrogen content shortly after menarche could, however, have a negative impact on peak bone mass and should be used with caution in this age group (88). Oral contraceptive use in perimenopausal women was associated with improved bone mineral density (88), but due to increased risk of thrombosis, oral contraceptives are generally not recommended in this age group.

Treatment with insulin sensitizers could lead to decreased insulin and testosterone levels, which could have adverse effects on bone mineral density, but could be counterbalanced by normalized estrogen and progesterone levels. Metformin stimulated osteoblast proliferation in vitro and increased levels of type-I collagen and alkaline phosphatase in osteoblast-like cells (91). In adolescents, bone mineral density and bone geometry Z-scores were unchanged following 1.9 years of combined metformin/oral contraceptive/antiandrogen or metformin treatment (92). Studies in diabetic populations suggested a minor protective effect of metformin on bone mineral density levels (91), but high glucose levels had adverse effects in bone metabolism and bone strength, leading to impaired bone quality and increased fracture risk (91). It, therefore, remains to be determined whether the effects of metformin on bone mineral density can be extrapolated to populations with normal glucose levels including patients with PCOS.

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) agonist treatment is associated with decreased peripheral adipocyte lipolysis, decreased free fatty acid levels and fat redistribution toward peripheral fat (93). In PCOS, PPARγ agonist treatment increased insulin sensitivity, improved ovulatory function and decreased inflammatory markers without significant effects on testosterone levels (94). Thiazolidinediones may, however, affect regulation of the pluripotent mesenchymal stem cells and stimulate differentiation into adipocytes in preference of osteoblasts (95). Bone mineral density and markers of osteoblast activity significantly decreased in
PCOS patients treated with pioglitazone (96) and PPARγ agonist treatment had similar adverse effects on bone mineral density in patients with PCOS, patients with T2D (97) and in healthy postmenopausal women (98).

Autoimmune, inflammatory and infectious diseases in PCOS

Increased inflammatory status, unbalanced estrogen/progesterone secretion or still unknown mechanisms may impair the immune function in PCOS (99). In a recent register-based study, the overall prevalence of thyroid diseases was 3.6 times increased in PCOS versus controls and prescriptions of thyroid medicine were three times increased in patients (7). These data were in agreement with clinical studies reporting that presence of thyroid autoantibodies and autoimmune thyroiditis was more prevalent in patients with PCOS compared with controls (99, 100). Similar mechanisms were suggested to affect respiratory health and to increase the risk of asthma in women with irregular menses (101). In two register-based studies, the relative risks of asthma were 1.5 (7) and 2.5 (10) in PCOS; these results underline the need for studies on pulmonary disease susceptibility in PCOS (7). Furthermore, the levels of various autoantibodies were higher in PCOS versus controls (6) and the risk of rheumatologic or other autoimmune diseases may also be increased in PCOS (6). Increased levels of islet autoantibodies causes destruction of the pancreatic beta cells and lead to type 1 diabetes. The prevalence of a diagnosis of type 1 diabetes was 0.9% in patients diagnosed with PCOS and the risk of type 1 diabetes was 1.8 times increased compared with controls (7). We are not aware of studies examining the prevalence of beta-cell autoantibodies in patients with PCOS. It was speculated that treatment with supraphysiological levels of insulin in type 1 diabetes could increase the risk of evolving PCOS (102). The prevalence of PCOS in women with type 1 diabetes was 40%, biochemical hyperandrogenism was present in 20% of the patients and PCO was present in 50% (102). In patients with type 1 diabetes, the presence of PCOS was, however, not associated with differences in medical treatment and glycemic control (103) and the phenotype of women with PCOS was not affected by the presence of type 1 diabetes (103). The role of metformin treatment in patients with simultaneous type 1 diabetes and PCOS remains to be established.

Activation of the inflammatory system could have adverse effects on the risk of infectious diseases. The use of antibiotic treatment was 1.4 times higher one year before the diagnosis of PCOS compared with controls (7). More studies are needed regarding the pattern of infectious diseases in patients with PCOS compared with controls.

Gastrointestinal diseases in PCOS

Gallstones are the most frequent and expensive of digestive diseases that require hospitalization (104). Gallbladder disease is associated with many of the characteristics of PCOS, for example, the metabolic syndrome, insulin resistance and particularly T2D (104). Hence, the findings of a three times increased risk of gallbladder disease in patients with PCOS and that 3.3% patients with PCOS had a previous diagnosis of cholecystitis were not surprising (7). The frequency of cholecystitis may be even higher in older or more obese study populations (104). Medical therapy may modify the risk of gallbladder disease, as metformin therapy increased gallbladder motility (105), whereas there are no data on oral contraceptive treatment and gallbladder disease in PCOS. Data from non-PCOS populations were reassuring as oral contraceptives had no impact on the occurrence of gallbladder disease (106).

In a recent meta-analysis, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) was diagnosed three times more often in PCOS (107), these findings opted the authors to suggest that patients with PCOS should be screened with liver function test and for the metabolic syndrome (107). NAFLD may progress from simple steatosis to alcoholic steatohepatitis, liver fibrosis, cirrhosis and eventually hepatocellular carcinoma (107). We are not aware of studies on the risk of more severe stages of liver disease in PCOS. First-line treatment of NAFLD is lifestyle intervention and weight loss, but treatment with metformin was also associated with improved liver function (107). Oral contraceptive therapy may theoretically improve NAFLD in PCOS, as estrogen inhibited activation of stellate cells and decreased fibrogenesis in experimental models (108). Accordingly, the age of menopause was negatively associated with the risk of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (108). To our knowledge no study has tested the effect of oral contraceptives on NAFLD in PCOS.

Depression and psychiatric illness

Quality of life is impaired in patients with PCOS (109, 110). SF-36 scores were comparable between patients with PCOS and patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes and asthma (110, 111). Especially, obesity and hirsutism were associated with impaired quality of life in PCOS (110, 112), whereas menstrual irregularities were less important (111). Depression was 2.8 times
more common in Danish patients with PCOS versus controls and 1.9 times more patients than controls had prescriptions of antidepressants (7). We found a discrepancy between only 1.4% patients diagnosed with depression and as many as 16.3% patients treated with antidepressants (7), but the majority of patients may be treated for depression by their own general practitioner and only hospital diagnoses were included in the National Patient Register (7). During follow-up, 20% reproductive-aged patients with PCOS living in our local area obtained prescriptions of antidepressants compared with 15% healthy controls (9). In contrast, some studies reported an up to eight fold increased risk of depression in PCOS (109, 110). Patients with PCOS could be medically undertreated or could have milder depression symptoms without need for medical treatment (113). A recent Cochrane review found lack of data on the use of antidepressants in patients with PCOS and studies on their effectiveness in PCOS were requested (114).

The use of anxiety medicine was higher in patients with PCOS compared with controls (7) and in a Taiwanese register-based study, the hazard ratio was 1.4 for anxiety disorders in PCOS (115). Anxiety could be associated with depression and low quality of life in PCOS, but more studies are needed to test this hypothesis.

Medical treatment of PCOS may modulate depressive symptoms. Oral contraceptives did not change depressive symptoms in 36 patients with PCOS despite more regular menses and decreased hirsutism (116), but no long-term randomized studies evaluated the effects of oral contraceptives on quality of life. In previous studies, decreased quality of life in PCOS was associated to increased body weight (110). In a prospective study, six months treatment with metformin significantly improved quality of life in 64 patients with PCOS (117). Improved quality of life was associated with weight loss and more regular menses (117). Physical activity and lifestyle intervention may improve quality of life, but more studies are needed to determine which treatment modalities should be advised in patients with PCOS and decreased quality of life.

The diagnoses of migraine/headache were two times higher in PCOS versus controls and correspondingly, patients with PCOS had a 1.7 times higher prescription rate of analgesics and migraine medicine (7). However, the mechanism for increased risk of migraine and headache in PCOS is undetermined and the association with testosterone is not straightforward as testosterone treatment improved symptoms of migraine in pre- and postmenopausal women (118), whereas decreased dihydrotestosterone levels during treatment with finasteride improved migraine symptoms (119). Furthermore, increased use of analgesic medicine in PCOS could be associated to use of oral contraceptives, decreased quality of life or the presence of somatic disease (7). Paracetamol and low-dose nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) can be bought by prescription or over the counter in Denmark and therefore the total use of these drugs in PCOS could not be established (7).

Cancer disease

Risk factors for endometrial cancer are obesity, nulliparity, age >50 years, early menarche or late menopause, infertility, hypertension, diabetes, chronic anovulation, unopposed estrogen supplementation and tamoxifen use (120). Several of these findings are common in PCOS, it was therefore speculated that PCOS patients carry an increased risk of endometrial cancer, but data from epidemiological studies were conflicting (121). In some study populations the risk of endometrial cancer in PCOS was three to four times increased, whereas this could not be confirmed in other studies (120, 122, 123). The highest risk for endometrial cancer was found in women with PCOS <50 years (122). As discussed previously, the diagnosis of PCOS could impact the risk of endometrial cancer (120). Women with a diagnosis of PCOS may be more aware of bleeding disturbances and oral contraceptives are often prescribed, which could both prevent premalignant or cancerous gynecologic conditions (120). Therefore, women with undiagnosed PCOS might have an even higher risk of endometrial cancer than reported in previous studies.

Nulliparity, obesity and unopposed estrogen supplementation could increase the risk of breast cancer and ovarian cancer, whereas treatment with oral contraceptives decreases the risk of ovarian cancer (122). The risk of ovarian and breast cancer was not increased in patients with PCOS (122, 123, 124), whereas the risk of ovarian cancer was increased in patients aged <50 years (123).

The overall diagnosis of malignant disease was two times increased in a Danish population newly diagnosed with PCOS (7). During follow-up, the risk of kidney, colon and brain cancer was significantly increased in patients with PCOS (122). The number of cases was relatively low and the results need to be reproduced in patients with PCOS from other countries. Obesity and smoking increase the risk of kidney and colon cancer and it remains to be established whether
the association between PCOS and these cancer types is attenuated after adjustment for BMI and smoking status (122). Furthermore, obesity, smoking and ingestion of more fat in patients with PCOS could increase the risk of several other cancer types. Insulin is an important growth factor and the insulin receptor was overexpressed in cancer cells (125). Insulin resistance and the following hyperinsulinemia in PCOS could therefore be an independent risk factor of malignant disease (125).

The majority of brain tumors originated from the pituitary gland (122) and the increased risk of brain tumors remained significant after omitting cases diagnosed within the first year after PCOS diagnosis (122). The mechanism for a possible increased risk of pituitary tumors in PCOS remains to be established.

### Overall mortality and morbidity in PCOS

The Charlson Comorbidity Index is based on 19 comorbid conditions (myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, dementia, chronic pulmonary disease, connective tissue disease, ulcer disease, diabetes, hemiplegia,

### Table 1  Effects of medical treatment on morbidity in PCOS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Metabolic syndrome</th>
<th>Inflammatory disease</th>
<th>NAFLD</th>
<th>Gallstones</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP</td>
<td>↑ (? )</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Neutral?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metformin</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>↑ (?)</td>
<td>Neutral?</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAFLD, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; OCP, oral contraceptives. ↓ decreased risk, ↑ increased risk, ? undetermined.

![Figure 1](http://dx.doi.org/10.1530/EJE-16-0373) Morbidity in PCOS. A full colour version of this figure is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1530/EJE-16-0373.
moderate or severe renal disease, diabetes with end organ
damage, any tumor, leukemia, lymphoma, mild liver
disease, moderate or severe liver disease, metastatic solid
tumor and AIDS (126) and can be calculated from the
ICD-10 operationalization by Quan et al. (127). By the
time of diagnosis, the Charlson Index was 1.6 times higher
in patients with PCOS than controls, which supported an
overall increased morbidity in PCOS (7). During a
median follow-up of 4.7 years (interquartile range 2.0–8.6
years), the mortality risk was not significantly increased
in 21,740 women with PCOS (128). The mean age of
included patients was, however, only 27.1 years and lack
of power or limited follow-up period in young individuals
could explain that the mortality rate was not increased in
PCOS (128, 129).

Recently, it was reported that patients with PCOS
were more often involved in accidents (10) and the
prevalence of hospital contacts regarding sprains and
strains was increased in PCOS (82). It remains to be
established whether a different behavioral risk profile
between patients with PCOS and controls could explain
these findings. Data regarding physical activity in PCOS
were conflicting and showed similar (130) or decreased
(131) physical activity in women with PCOS compared
with controls.

Conclusion

Morbidity in PCOS regarding nearly all organ systems is
significantly increased (Fig. 1). Available data support that
also young women with PCOS carry a high risk for disease,
whereas fracture risk is decreased. Available guidelines
especially covered metabolic-vascular outcomes, whereas
the optimal screening program for other diseases remains
to be determined. More data are needed regarding the
possible modifying effects of PCOS phenotype on long-
term outcome. Treatment with lifestyle intervention and
metformin could be important tools for the prevention
of adverse disease outcomes, whereas oral contraceptives
could both be of benefit or harm (Table 1). When
prescribing medical therapy the patient’s individual risk
has to be considered including age, BMI and ethnicity.
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